Abstract This paper focuses on the issue of translating the relative variation of one shape with respect to another in a template centered representation. The context is the theory of Diffeomorphic Pattern Matching which provides a representation of the space of shapes of objects, including images and point sets, as an infinite dimensional Riemannian manifold which is acted upon by groups of diffeomorphisms. We discuss two main options for achieving our goal; the first one is the parallel translation, based on the Riemannian metric; the second one, based on the group action, is the coadjoint transport. These methods are illustrated with 3D experiments.
In this paper, we consider the issue of transporting relations between shapes, or images from a subject-dependent representation to a single template. The application context is as follows. Assume that we observe longitudinal data, time series or group data. We can locally analyze the within-subject or within-group variations, independently for each group, and therefore independently from any betweensubject variation. Once this analysis is done, and some statistical description of the shape distribution for each group is obtained, the next step should be to collect these descriptors in a common reference system, where everything is aligned with a template. For this, the alignment process must not only transport shapes, but also the information that describes the within-group variations.
The present paper is an attempt to formalize a rigorous and computational approach to this problem in the context of the theory of Diffeomorphic Pattern Matching, developed in particular in [4, 6, 11, 33] . We will develop the mathematical machinery and provide some preliminary illustrations of the method. The first one uses triangulated surfaces, and provides an assessment of the asymetry of the hippocampus in the left and right parts of the brain. We will compute relative deformations from left to right hippocampi, then transport them to a single template to analyze their structure in a common "coordinate system". The other experiment deals with paired data (twins). Our goal, here, is to illustrate what could constitute an averaged deformation between two twins hippocampi when one of the siblings twin has been struck by a mental disease (and the other one has not). The illustration proposed here only provide descriptive results (without statistical assessments), but a study along these lines with a larger dataset is currently being developed, with the potential outcome that, while analyzing within-twin variation in this context, one would be able to describe with more reliability specific consequences of the onset of the disease that would not be caused by genetic factors. In addition to these two illustrations, another application of the proposed method can deal with the analysis of longitudinal data, for example a baseline and a follow-up image for each subject of the dataset, the goal being to describe the evolution with a representation that would be independent of the original anatomy of the subjects.
We now proceed with a discussion of Diffeomorphic Pattern Matching, [11, 33] . A primary application of this theory is the search for correspondences between two images or, more generally, the registration of a database of subjects I 1 , . . . , I N to a single template I temp . The kth subject is registered by a diffeomorphism, ϕ k , which is estimated as an optimizer of an energy of the form [6, 11, 33] (let id be the identity function)
In this energy, I temp • ϕ −1 is the template deformed by the diffeomorphism ϕ. Note that this is an approximate matching procedure: the deformed template does not exactly coincide with the target, although the error is generally small in practice.
In (1), images and diffeomorphisms are assumed to be defined on an open subset of R d , and space integrals are taken over . The first term in (1) , D(id, ϕ) 2 , is a squared distance between the identity transformation and ϕ. This distance is obtained by placing a Riemannian structure on the group of diffeomorphisms [22-24, 32, 34] . This will be summarized later in this section.
A similar approach can be taken replacing images with point sets or landmarks. In this situation, diffeomorphisms act on sets x = (x(1), . . . , x(Q)) where x(q) ∈ R d , q = 1, . . . , Q, with
ϕ . x = (ϕ(x(1)), . . . , ϕ(x(Q))).
A problem analogous to (1) can be defined as
This is the labelled point (or landmark) matching problem, considered in this form in [18] . Other point-based matching problems have been considered, for curves and surfaces [35] , and lead to similar expressions with a different data attachment term.
The advantage of such an approach is to always provide diffeomorphic (non-ambiguous) correspondences, while conserving a notable degree of smoothness, even for very large deformations. For this reason, we termed the approach as Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM). Its tradeoff is an increase of the computational complexity compared to other "static" methods [5, 7, 27, 28] . In the following, we briefly introduce the framework of LDDMM.
As introduced in [9] , we build diffeomorphisms as flows associated to non-homogeneous ordinary differential equations (ODE's), of the form y t = v(t, y). (Here and in the rest of the paper, derivatives and partial derivatives are indicated by subscripts: y t = dy/dt.) The function v is a timedependent vector field which becomes an auxilliary variable for the matching problem. It is assumed to vanish on the boundary of (or at infinity if is not bounded). It generates a time-dependent diffeomorphism (the associated flow), defined by
(again, ϕ v t is the partial derivative of ϕ v with respect to time). Diffeomorphisms generated in this way have been shown to form a group, i.e., their set is closed by composition and inversion of functions. Using v as an auxilliary variable leads to formulate the inexact matching problem between images I temp and I k , as the search for the minimum of the energỹ
where v(t) and ϕ v (t) are the functions x → v(t, x) and x → ϕ v (t, x), and . V refers to a norm over vector fields that will be discussed later. This problem, formulated in [11, 33] , has been numerically solved in [4, 6] . This formulation is in fact a special case of (1). This is because
is a distance between diffeomorphisms, and min vẼ (v) = min ϕ E(ϕ) with
Finally, we note that (1) and (4) can also be reformulated in terms of image distances. Indeed, define, for two images
the left-hand side being infinite if the set in the right-hand side is empty. Then, (1) and (4) are clearly equivalent to minimizing
The metric D * is the distance induced by D on images. Similarly, one can consider an induced metric on point sets, defined by
and the following equivalent formulation of (2), this time between two point sets x temp and x k
The Euler-Lagrange equation associated to the optimization problem that needs to be solved to compute the distance D (which is in fact a Riemannian metric between diffeomorphisms) constrains the optimal v to satisfy an evolution equation, called EPDiff, which has been described in abstract form by Arnold [1, 2] . This equation, which is detailed in the next section, also derives from an application of the Euler-Poincaré principle, as described in [16, 20] . In physics, it is related to the Euler equation for compressible fluids and to the Camassa-Holm equation which models the motion of waves in shallow water [8] . A discussion of the EPDiff equation in the particular case of template matching is provided in [23] , and a parallel with the solitons emerging from the Camassa-Holm equation is discussed in [17] .
One important remark is that this equation can be used to reduce the number of variables with respect to which the minimization ofẼ is performed. This is because the specification of v(0) uniquely defines a trajectory v(t) as a solution of the EPDiff equation. This implies that a solution of our minimization problem (whether in terms of ϕ or of v) is uniquely characterized by v(0). This initial velocity can therefore be used to describe and characterize the template/target relation for a database of shapes [23, 36] . One can also develop a matching algorithm designed to solve the minimization problem using only v(0) as a free parameter [37] .
As already stated, we are interested, in this paper, in registering not only the shapes themselves, but some withingroup relations among them. In this context, each group (or subject) is represented by a family of shapes, the data taking the form: I 10 , . . . , I 1n , I 20 , . . . , I 2n , . . . , I N 0 , . . . , I Nn where I kj is the (j + 1)th observation in group k. We also assume that a "global" template is available (or estimated). We shall refer to it as the between-group template. In an approach that consists in registering all the images to the template and using a deformation signature to characterize the subjects (like the Jacobian, or the initial velocity that we have just discussed), the obtained description will incorporate both within-and between-group variations. When the latter are large, within-group variations (which are features of interest here) will appear as a second order phenomenon, and therefore be harder to analyze. It is therefore more appealing to first characterize within-group variations locally, i.e., separately for each group, and then transport the result to a common template-based representation, as summarized in Fig. 1 .
Providing algorithmic tools to achieve this goal is the central subject of this paper. We shall exploit the group and metric structures of the manifold of diffeomorphisms to define translation mechanisms for within-group relations, and algorithms to compute them. We will first describe how to represent within-group relations, which will be done, as natural on a manifold, by using tangent vectors. We will then show how such vectors can be transported along the manifold, focusing on two options: parallel transport and coadjoint. We finally apply the parallel transport algorithm in preliminary experiments on cardiac and brain data.
Fundamental Evolution Equations on Groups of Diffeomorphisms

Notation
We will work in dimension d = 2 or 3 and assume that all images are defined on a common continuous domain , which is an open subset of R d . The velocity fields (t → v(t)) that drive our evolving diffeomorphisms will be assumed to belong at all times in a fixed Hilbert space V . Elements of V are assumed to be square integrable and to have enough partial derivatives that vanish on ∂ or at infinity (more specific conditions can be found in [11, [32] [33] [34] ). V being a Hilbert space, it has an inner product which will be denoted (v, w) → v, w V . The continuous linear forms on V form its topological dual, V * . The evaluation of m ∈ V * at v ∈ V (i.e., m(v)) will be denoted (m | v).
The duality operators
The set V can be defined either by specifying L or K. An example of the former case is the choice a differential operator L = (− + αI ) q , made, for example, in [6] . If one prefers the second option, a valid choice is a kernel operator of the form
We will denote by G V the group of diffeomorphisms [33] obtained by computing the flow associated to a timedependent vector field v(t) (as defined in (3)), with v satisfying
If A is a linear operator from V to V and has a dense range, its conjugate, A * :
The EPDiff Equation
If t → ϕ(t, .) ∈ G V is an evolving diffeomorphism that satisfies the equation ϕ t = v(t, ϕ) with v(t, .) ∈ V , we will call, like we did before, v(t, .) the velocity of the deformation at time t, and m(t) = Lv(t) the momentum of the deformation. The term "momentum" is justified by the fact that the energy associated to the velocity at time t in (1) is v(t) 2 V , which is also equal to (Lv(t) | v(t)), the latter expression taking the usual form of momentum applied to velocity.
The Riemannian distance defined in Introduction arises from a right invariant Riemannian metric on G V that coincides with . , . V at the identity. This is a general construction which is studied in detail elsewhere [2, 16, 23, 33] . A geodesic equation in this group (starting from the identity in the direction v(0, .)) can be characterized by a beautiful conservation equation that relates to the conservation of momentum [1] . One can prove that the velocity field, v(t, .), along the geodesic (which is defined by the relation ϕ t = v(t, ϕ)) satisfies at all times the property:
This equation uniquely specifies Lv(t) as a linear form on V , given the initial momentum and the evolving diffeomorphism ϕ(t). We will refer to it as the EPDiff equation [16] . For a diffeomorphism ϕ, the linear transformation w → (Dϕ • ϕ −1 )w • ϕ −1 is called the Adjoint of ϕ and denoted w → Ad ϕ w. The conservation of momentum can therefore be written
is simply given by m(0) T wdx), a change of variables provides the expression of (Ad ψ ) * m(0) which is
where ψ is a diffeomorphism. Note that Lv(0) being a function is a very particular case; in general, Lv(0) belongs to V * , the dual space of V , which contains functions, but also measures and more general distributions. However, in this particular case, the conservation of momentum takes the classical form:
An equivalent form of EPDiff can be obtained by computing the time derivative of (9), yielding
where ad v : w → Dv.w − Dw.v is the adjoint (with a small "a") operator on V . This leads to the equation, for m = Lv:
which also has a classical expression when m is a smooth function
Under some assumptions on the operator L, the system of equations
has a unique solution over all times with the initial condition ϕ(0) = id, providing a time-dependent diffeomorphism that we will denote ϕ v(0) (t). A proof of this statement can be easily deduced from [34] , Theorem 7. This is the exponential map on G V , for its right invariant Riemannian structure. The usual notation for it is
One interesting aspect of (9) is that it describes the evolving diffeomorphism ϕ as the solution of a first order equation in time, namely
As a consequence, taking ϕ(0) = id, this evolution is uniquely specified by the value of v(0) (the initial velocity) or equivalently of Lv(0), the initial momentum.
Since the minimum of (1) must satisfy (9), it is entirely specified by its initial momentum Lv(0). As suggested in [23] , we can use it as a deformation signature to describe the deformed template I temp • ϕ −1 . It must be noticed that the momentum associated to this variational problem has a simple structure that is related to the template [6, 23] . In the image matching case, it always takes the form (13) where N temp = ∇I temp /|∇I temp | (taking by convention N temp = 0 if ∇I temp = 0) is the normal to the level sets of the template, oriented in the direction of increasing intensities. The template being fixed, the initial momentum is uniquely specified by the scalar field z = α|∇I temp |. The exact expression of α in terms of the optimal diffeomorphism (for target I k ) is, for problems like (4),
In the situation of a dataset I temp , I 1 , . . . , I N , we see that the previous analysis provides a template centered representation, obtained after minimizing (1) for each I k . This representation takes the form
The initial momentum is even simpler in the case of point sets. If x temp is the template point set, we must have
This (singular) momentum is therefore parameterized bȳ
The obtained representation can be used as a basis for statistical studies, as done in [36] for hippocampi (in the landmark matching case) or in [15] for cardiac data (in the image case). We consider, in the next section as well as in Sect. 5, some operations that transport momenta relative to a given object to momenta aligned with another object. Because of its simplicity and its practical usefulness, it is important to ensure that the specific structure of the momentum still remains valid at the end of the operation.
Parallel Transport for Point-Set Information
For longitudinal or group studies, the situation suggested in the introduction is as follows. The dataset (in the point-set case) takes the formx temp ,x 10 , . . . ,x 1n ,x 20 , . . . ,x 2n , . . . , x N 0 , . . . ,x Nn . As a convention, let's consider thatx k0 is a reference view for subject k (similar notation will be used for images). The reference view can be the image at a reference time (e.g., beginning of the study), or an average view estimated from the other ones. It is called the within-group template. The strategy we suggest to compare within-group variation in such a dataset requires to first perform a withingroup registration, of eachx kj , j ≥ 1, tox k0 . As described in (14) , this results, for each k, in a sequence of collection of vectorsᾱ kj , j = 1, . . . , N (corresponding to the registration ofx kj onx k0 ). At the end of this operation, eachᾱ kj is associated with the within-group template,x k0 . In order to allow for a joint analysis of these features, we need to register them again, this time to the between-group templatex temp . This will be implemented with parallel translation, which is the simplest way to transport vectors in a Riemannian manifold. It will conserve the specific structure of the momentum, discussed in the previous section, as well as the norms and dot products of the transported vectors for the considered metric. We now focus on this operation, first for point sets, then for images.
Note that the initial momentum is the most general quantity that can be transported in our context. Since the initial momentum encodes the whole diffeomorphism (via the solution of (9)), transporting it implicitely transports the within-group deformations. These deformations, based on the transported momentum, can then be visualized and analyzed relatively to the between-group template, as will be illustrated in our experiments.
Parallel Translation
Parallel translation in a Riemannian manifold is performed along a curve γ traced on this manifold. If X = X(0) is a tangent vector at γ (0), the operation provides a timedependent vector X(t) at γ (t). In principle, parallel transport is characterized by the equation ∇ γ t X = 0 that involves the covariant derivative associated to the metric. In a local chart, this equation is
where k ij are the Christoffel symbols. Parallel translation ensures that X is constant along the curve according to the intrinsic geometry of the manifold.
When vectors are moved along geodesics, there is a nice interpretation of this operation in terms of perturbation of geodesics. In Euclidean geometry, when the straight line t → tξ is perturbed into a new line t → t (ξ + εη), the difference between their position at time t is tεη, which is, up to a renormalization, the initial perturbation η.
This obvious fact partially subsists on manifolds, in the sense that if γ (t) = Exp γ (0) (tξ ) is the geodesic starting at γ (0) in the direction ξ , and if γ ε (t) = Exp γ (0) (t (ξ + εη)), then, at small time δt, the little piece of curve ε → γ ε (δt)/δt is approximately oriented, at ε = 0, like the parallel translation of η along γ , and this up to an order 2 in δt. This fact, which is illustrated in Fig. 2 (see also [2] ), can be formalized more rigorously as follows. First, the variation of γ ε (δt) with respect to ε at ε = 0 is captured by the derivative
This function, which is a perturbation of the exponential map, is a well-known object in Riemannian geometry, called a Jacobi field. It satisfies a differential equation along the geodesic, which, in full generality, is given by
where Ric is the Ricci curvature. Here D/Dt is the covariant derivative along the geodesic. In fact, for our purpose, the only relevant facts are that J (0) = 0, DJ /Dt (0) = η and D 2 J /Dt 2 (0) = 0, three facts that imply that
where P δt (η) is the parallel translation of η along γ from time t = 0 to time t = δt. Indeed, a direct computation in a chart shows that
yielding
which directly leads to (17) .
We therefore obtain a first order discretization scheme for parallel translation by iterating the computation of Jacobi fields over small intervals. This is summarized by Algorithm 1.
Of course, Algorithm 1 is useful only if the function J can be computed efficiently. We now provide these equations for point sets, and then subsequently for images and Algorithm 1 Discretized parallel translation along a geodesic using iterated Jacobi fields 0. Initialize variables: ξ, η, x. for t = 1 to T do 1.1 Compute the geodesic starting at x in the direction ξ . Let x 0 be its position at time δt = 1/T and ξ 0 its velocity at the same time. 1.2 Compute η 0 = T J x (1/T , ξ, η). 1.3 Set x ← x 0 , ξ ← ξ 0 and η ← η 0 . end for for groups of diffeomorphisms, which will complete Algorithm 1. Also, the obtained complexity can be compared with a direct implementation of equation (15) when it is available.
Transporting Point-Set Information
We now apply the previous approaches to compute parallel translation with point sets. Here the shapesx ∈ X = R dQ , the space of finite point set shapes. For point sets, we have defined the action
and if v is a vector field on , one can associate to it the small deformation id + εv and obtain a small variation of a point shapex via the infinitesimal action
We therefore have the relation v → ξ v which represents the transition from an infinitesimal deformation to an infinitesimal variation of the shapex,
This can be seen as a projection from T id G, the tangent space at the identity of the group of diffeomorphisms, to TxX , the tangent space atx of the shape manifold X . The next operation we need is to "lift" the tangent vector back to the vector fields, ξ → v ξ , which is defined by
For the finite-dimensional landmark case v ξ can be computed explicitly [18] , giving
Note that this expression of v ξ is equivalent to the singular momentum described in (14), i.e.,
We now consider the geodesic equation for the point metric, which is provided by the EPDiff equation initialized with v taking the form (20) . Indeed, if
then the solution of the EPDiff equation is given by [23, 36] 
(Here, ∇ 1 refers to the gradient with respect to the first variable in K.) Using this system, we can directly apply Algorithm 1 to implement parallel translation. We will use the correspondence between a tangent vector ξ at x and theᾱ coordinates, which is given by combining (19) and (20) ξ
Ifᾱ is given, we let ξᾱ denote the tangent vector resulting from this correspondence, and we will use the notationᾱ ξ when ξ is given. This correspondence depends on the point set x, even if it is not apparent in the notation. For ξ = ξᾱ, the following identity derives from simple properties of the kernel:
Algorithm 2
for t = 1 to T do 1.1 Compute the geodesic starting at x with initial momentum α. Let x 0 be its position at time δt = 1/T and α 0 its momentum at the same time.
V as a kinetic energy, and remember that ξ(q) is the velocity of x(q), we can (and will) interpretᾱ = (α(1), . . . , α(Q)) as a momentum for the evolution. Because (21) is a simple equation in terms ofᾱ, we will work with these parameters rather than tangent vectors. The issue therefore is, given a geodesic starting at x(0) = x with initial momentumᾱ(0) =ᾱ, to compute the parallel translation of another momentum,β, along the geodesic, with, of course, the constraint that the result must be equivalent to translating the vector field ξβ . This will require computing Jacobi fields for point sets, which, with our notation, are defined as follows. Denote X(t, x,ᾱ) the solution at time t of (21) with initial conditions x andᾱ. Then, the Jacobi field is defined by J
x (t,ᾱ,β) = (d/dε)X(t, x, α + εβ)| ε=0 . Note that the Jacobi field is a tangent vector at X(t, x,ᾱ).
We will denote M x (t,ᾱ,β) the corresponding momentum, i.e., M x = α J . With this notation, Algorithm 1 becomes Algorithm 2.
To complete the description, it only remains to make explicit the computation of M x . We provide the result in the particular case when the kernel K is scalar and radial, which covers most of the practical applications. This means that we assume that K(x, y) = γ (|x − y| 2 )I for some function γ : R → R. We have [36] , letting J = J x , M = M x , γ rq = γ (|x(r) − x(q)| 2 ) and similar notation for γ rq and γ rq ,
with
and
the previous dynamical system being solved (in combination with (21)) with initial conditions J = 0 and A =β. Note that, with our assumption on K, (21) becomes
Equation (22) is a linear equation in M which can be solved after J is computed via the evolution equations. Note that, in view of (18), the last two sums in (24) can be neglected in the implementation because only dA/dt at t = 0 is relevant in the computation of d 2 J /dt 2 at t = 0.
Explicit Equations
Since, with point sets, we are working with a finite dimensional Riemannian manifold, the general equations for parallel translation can be deduced from the computation of the Christoffel symbols. Computing these symbols is possible, although lengthy, given the expression of the metric which is
where K(x) is the matrix formed with blocs K(x i , x j ), i, j = 1, . . . , Q. We do not need to do this here, since we already have computed the Jacobi equations, which, combined with (17) , directly provide the equations for parallel translation. Skipping the details, this yields
with ξ(r) = Q q=1 γ rq α(q) and η(r) = Q q=1 γ rq β(q). Solving (25) directly is an alternative to using Algorithm 2, with a similar complexity. Both algorithms require solving at each step a linear system associated to the coefficients γ rq .
Parallel Transport for Images
Tangent Spaces for Images and Diffeomorphisms
Here is the context: two images are given (e.g., I k0 and I temp ) with a geodesic, γ , between them. A tangent vector, η, is given at the first image. The goal is to translate η along γ to obtain a tangent vector at the second image. At the difference of the point set case, parallel translation for images is not easily described by an image evolution equation, and it is easier to pass through diffeomorphisms.
Infinitesimal deformations generate infinitesimal image variations. If v is a vector field on , one can associate to it the small deformation id + εv and obtain a small variation of an image I via the infinitesimal action
We therefore have the relation v → ξ v := − ∇I , v which represents the transition from an infinitesimal deformation to an infinitesimal variation of the image I . This can be seen as a projection from T id G (the tangent space at the identity of the group of diffeomorphisms) to T I I, the tangent space at I of the image manifold, I. This projection is obviously not one-to-one: any perturbation of v in a direction perpendicular to the gradient will leave ξ v unchanged. Among all v's that provide a given tangent vector ξ , one of them has a particular status. It is the one which provides the lowest deformation cost, defined by the energy v 2 V . This vector, that we will denote v ξ , is therefore defined as the solution of the constrained variational problem (which can be shown to be well-posed):
v ξ is called the horizontal lift of ξ at I . Note that the relations v → ξ v and ξ → v ξ both depend on the considered image I , although this is not apparent in the notation. Because the metric on the image space (5) is induced by the metric on diffeomorphisms (i.e., the shortest path between two images is the minimal cost over all the deformation paths that can relate them), the geodesics in image space are directly related to the geodesics on groups of diffeomorphisms (the latter being characterized by the EPDiff equation (9)). More precisely, we have
Proposition 1 If I is an image and ξ a tangent vector to I , the geodesic starting at I in the direction ξ is given by I •ϕ(t) −1 where ϕ satisfies ϕ t = v(t, ϕ) and v is the solution of the EPDiff equation with initial condition v(0)
This proposition can be summarized by the formula
(Recall that the Exp m is a notation for the geodesics in a Riemannian manifold starting at m. In the formula above, the first one refers to a geodesic in image space, and the second one to a geodesic in G, as can be deduced from the subscripts I and id.) Because of this, Jacobi fields in image space can be computed from Jacobi fields for diffeomorphisms. More precisely, denote as before
Then, we have:
which yields, at ε = 0:
Now, we have
By (27) , this gives (28) . Introduce the notation
so that (28) can be rewritten
We will show in the next section how B can be computed. We will also provide an algorithm for the horizontal lift The EPDiff equation (Step 1.2 in Algorithm 3) is solved, in our experiments by a finite difference discretization of (12) and Euler scheme for the time-evolution. This simple scheme seemed to work correctly with our data, although more accurate methods have been developed for this equation (see, for example, [10] ). Steps 1.5 and 1.1 of Algorithm 3 are addressed, in this order, in the next two sections.
Jacobi Fields for Diffeomorphisms
For v, w ∈ V , let ϕ(t) = Exp id (tv), and ψ(t) = ϕ(t) −1 . Similarly, let ϕ ε (t) = Exp id (t (v + εv)), and ψ ε (t) = ϕ ε (t) −1 . Denote
The Lie group bracket on diffeomorphisms is defined
We have the following result [37] , which describes how to compute B as the solution of an evolution equation in Algorithm 3.
Theorem 1 The time dependent vector fields A and B satisfy the equations
with A(0) = B(0) = 0. We also have the relation B = −DψA.
Like the Adjoint, ad * B m can be computed, at least when m is a C 1 function. It is given by ad * B m = DB T m + DmB + mdivB.
Computing the Horizontal Lift
Given an image I and an infinitesimal variation, ξ , of I , we have defined the horizontal lift of ξ by
The momentum Lv ξ being normal to the level sets of the image [23] , we search for v ξ under the form:
with N I = ∇I (N I = 0 if ∇I = 0) and z is an unknown scalar function. This ends up requiring solving, with respect to z, the equation
This is a linear equation that we solve using conjugate gradient. Doing so, some care must be taken because the system becomes instable in regions of low gradient. To deal with this, we select a threshold ε and enforce z = 0 if |∇I | ≤ ε. The value of ε has been selected by hand; for example, for images varying between 0 and 255 with relatively sharp gradients, a value ε = 10 seems to give satisfactory results.
Direct Equations for Parallel Transport
Explicit equations for parallel translation can also be derived for image transport [37] . They take the following form; let I (t) be the geodesic along which transport will be done, ξ(t) = dI/dt and v ξ be the horizontal lift of ξ , so that I (t) = I 0 • ϕ(t) −1 , with ϕ(t) = Exp id (tv ξ (0)). Let, as above, η be the time-dependent translated vector starting from η(0) = η 0 . Then, η evolves according to the equation (see [37] , Sect. 4.3.1):
Note that solving this equation still requires computing the horizontal lifts η → v η as discussed in Sect. 4.3. We made some limited attempts at solving (32) directly instead of using the Jacobi field formulation, obtaining results that were inferior in terms of conservation of norm and dot products of the transported vectors. One of the reasons could be that Jacobi field evolution is done on diffeomorphisms (which are smooth while images are not in general) with derivatives of I only needed for projection and lifting, whereas (32) seems to involve the second derivative of I in a rather intricate way. The facts that (32) is Eulerian whereas Algorithm 3 is Lagrangian may also explain the different behavior.
Geometric Transport
For completeness, we describe alternative transport methods that rely on the group structure of diffeomorphisms, and therefore have a geometric nature. These are adjoint and coadjoint transports. We will argue that, in our context, the first one is not a valid option, whereas the second one is acceptable, but does not leave the metric invariant.
Let's start with the image case. We here again consider the situation of a dataset I temp , I 10 , . . . , I 1n , I 20 , . . . , I 2n , . . . , I N 0 , . . . , I Nn , where I k0 is a reference view for subject k. Within-group registration of each I kj , j ≥ 1 results in a sequence of scalar fields z kj , j = 1, . . . , N, with z kj = α kj |∇I k0 |. At the end of this operation, each z kj is aligned with the within-group template, I k0 .
Denote m kj = z kj N k0 and v kj = Km kj . The latter velocity field is the initial condition of a deformation process starting from I k0 , and therefore represents an infinitesimal variation of this within-group template. This variation can be computed as the first order term of I k0 • (id + εv kj ) −1 , which is f kj = − ∇I k0 , v kj .
This implies that f kj , being an infinitesimal variation, represents a tangent vector at I k0 to what can be called a "manifold of deformable images". Assume that each withingroup template I k0 is registered to the global one by a diffeomorphism ϕ k . The simplest way to transport a scalar function f aligned with I k0 to a function aligned with I temp is via the mapping f → f • ϕ k . Applying this to f kj , and using the fact that I k = I temp • ϕ −1 k (we neglect the errors caused by the inexact matching procedure; a correction procedure is provided in Algorithm 4), we obtain
Although the adjoint transport is a reasonable way to translate a tangent vector in a Lie group, it is rather unsatisfactory here, because the resulting momentum, L(Ad ϕ 
This coadjoint transport therefore conserves the special structure of the momentum, which makes it an interesting and reasonably simple candidate for our problem. Note that the scalar fields, α kj , are transported as densities (with the Jacobian determinant), and not as scalar functions, by coadjoint transport.
One of the issues of coadjoint transport is that, while it uses the group structure, it is not compliant with the metric. The norm of v kj = Km kj is not the same, for example, as the norm of v kj . Neither would angles or dot products between v kj and v kj be conserved. To ensure that these quantities are conserved, one needs to use parallel transport, in spite of its higher complexity.
The same analysis can be done for point sets. In this case, if a momentum is given, like in (14) by
and ϕ is a diffeomorphism with inverse ψ = ϕ −1 , then the co-adjoint transport is given by
with β(q) = Dψ(ϕ(x(q))) T α(q).
Numerical Results
We now provide preliminary experimental results that illustrate the translation procedures.
Point Sets of Surfaces
Our first experiment deals with point-set data investigating the shape asymmetry of the hippocampus in a population of healthy elder adults. Fifty-seven healthy subjects with average age at 75.5 (std: 7.72) were selected from the Alzheimer's study in BIRN [21] . The left and right hippocampi of each subject were represented by triangulated meshes.
We made to symmetric applications of the scheme in Fig. 1 . The left and flipped right hippocampi of each subject formed a group at the lowest level. The between-group template was generated among the hippocampi of the population [19] . The hippocampi were discretized as triangulated surfaces, and alignment was computed using Vaillant and Glaunès surface matching algorithm [35] . In the first run of Fig. 1 , the left hippocampus was considered as the withingroup template for each subject. Each flipped right hippocampus has been registered to its corresponding left, and the obtained momenta have been translated to the betweengroup template using Algorithm 2. Then the role of the left and flipped right hippocampus were reversed and the translation of the right to left momentum was collected. Under the null hypothesis of left-right symmetry, both translated left to right and right to left momenta should have the same distribution. Figure 3 illustrates the determinant of the Jacobian of the translated left to right alignment averaged over the pop- ulation on the between-group template. The left and right panels respectively provide the bottom and top views of the between-group template. The green/yellow color denotes regions where the right hippocampus is expanded relative to the left hippocampus. The grey/black color denotes regions where the right hippocampus is shrunk relative to the left hippocampus. To perform statistical analysis, we collect the differences between the determinants of the Jacobian within each subfield of the between-group template (Fig. 4) for the left to right and right to left alignments, and use a signedrank test to accept of reject symmetry. The p-values are respectively <0.0001, <0.0001, and 0.0147 within the subfields of subiculum, CA1, and the rest. It suggests that the shape of the left and right hippocampi is statistically significantly asymmetric everywhere, particularly in the subfields of subiculum and CA1.
Image Translation
Our second experiment is close to the general scheme described in Fig. 1 , and provides a second illustration of the potential uses of the method.
The dataset we have used consists in 3D images of left hippocampi extracted from data collected for a study of depression in children [26] . The subjects are twins, each pair being classified either as control or as HR/MDD (high risk/mental depression disorder). In the HR/MDD pairs, one twin suffers from mental depression, the other one being considered as high risk. For control pairs, no sibling is affected by depression.
The experimental illustration we propose would correspond, in a larger scale study, to a setting designed to test whether the relation between the shapes of the hippocampi has specific features for an HR/MDD pair, compared to controls. The computations we describe are based on 6 pairs of control and 6 pairs of HR/MDD, to which is added a between-group template shape (not part of any of the 12 pairs).
In reference to Fig. 1 , each pair forms a group at the lowest level (we therefore have 12 groups). The within-group template is a randomly selected sibling in the control pairs, and the high risk subject in the HR/MDD pairs. Let pair k be ordered as (I k0 , I k1 ), for k = 1, . . . , 12, I k0 being the withingroup template.
The first step of the analysis consists in computing the geodesic between I k0 and I k1 for each k. The algorithm used for this step is the one described in [37] , which has the property of directly optimizing with respect to the initial mo- Fig. 6 Logarithm of the Jacobian of the two averaged within-pair deformations, with the control group on the left and the HR/MDD group on the right. White correspond to a zero value, green to a positive value and dark to a negative value mentum, which is the quantity of interest here. At the end of this first step, we have obtained a sequence of scalar fields, z 1 , . . . , z 12 , such that the initial momentum of the deformation from I k0 to I k1 is given by m k = z k N k0 , N k0 being the oriented unit normal to the level sets of I k0 (cf. (13)).
Step 2 of the procedure (which is independent from Step 1) consists in computing the geodesics between the within-group templates, I k0 , and the between-group template, I temp . This provides new scalar fields, ζ 1 , . . . , ζ 12 , such that μ k = ζ k N k0 is the initial momentum of the geodesic between I k0 and I temp .
We can now run Step 3, which parallel translate the momenta m k from I k0 to I temp along the geodesics estimated at Step 2. This requires using, for each k, the procedure described in Algorithm 3 with I = I k0 , ξ = − ∇I k0 , Kμ k and η = − ∇I k0 , Km k . This results in new momentam 1 ,m 12 , each of them aligned with the end point of the geodesic estimated by matching I k0 to I temp .
There is a small issue here. Since we use an inexact matching procedure, this end point (denote itĨ k0 ) does not exactly coincides with I temp . This had a minor effect in our experiments, becauseĨ k0 turns out to be very close to the between-group template. However, to ensure that the transported momentum is exactly aligned with the template, we have used the simple correction procedure (Algorithm 4), with m =m k0 , I =Ĩ k0 , J = I temp . The final step of the procedure consisted in averaging on the first hand the momenta that corresponded to the relation within controls pairs, and on the second hand the momenta for the HD/MDD pairs. This resulted in two averaged momenta (sayz 0 andz 1 ) which are both aligned with the between-group template. They are visualized in Fig. 7 . From these two momenta, we can compute two deformations,φ 0 andφ 1 by solving the EPDiff equation. Applying these deformations to the between-group template creates two shapes, which can be considered as average deformations for control and HR/MDD pairs respectively. They are visualized in Fig. 5 , superimposed with the template. Finally, Fig. 6 provides a visualization of the determinant of the Jacobian ofφ 0 andφ 1 . Fig. 7 Momenta of the two averaged within-pair deformations, with the control group on the left and the HR/MDD group on the right. White correspond to a zero value, green to a positive value and dark to a negative value Fig. 8 Extrapolation by parallel translation of the systolic shape of Heart 2 (lower-right) given diastolic (upper-left) and systolic (upper-right) shapes of Heart 1 and diastolic shape of Heart 2 (lower-left). Each image provides 6 sections of cardiac ultrasound images Our third example is an experiment using ultrasonic cardiac images. The images are 3D, although with a very low resolution on the third dimension (6 sections). The experiments are based on the following three images, associated to two subjects: I 0 provides an image of Subject 1's heart in end-diastolic position. It is considered here as a within-group template; I 1 is an image of Subject 1's heart in end-systolic position. The between-group template image, I temp , is the image of Subject 2's heart in end-diastolic position.
We have first registered I 1 to I 0 yielding an initial momentum represented by z 1 (from I 0 to I 1 ). We have then computed the geodesic between I 0 and I temp and translated z 1 along it. Let z 1 be the result of this operation: this a new momentum, aligned with I temp , which therefore characterizes a variation of this template. By definition, this variation can be visualized by solving the EPDiff evolution equation starting from the template with initial momentum z 1 . This provides a new, synthetic, image, I 1 which should, if the operation has been successful, have the same relation to the template as I 1 had with I 0 . In our case, it should look like a heart in end-systolic position. The results of this computation are provided in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 9 , the result of coadjoint transport for the same triplet is provided. Coadjoint transport can be seen to provide larger deformations than parallel transport. This is a fact that has been confirmed in most of our experiments.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented new methods in order to translate the deformation signatures provided by Diffeomorphic Pattern Matching from a given reference frame (template) to another one. We have discuss two options: coadjoint transport and parallel translation. The latter approach requires solving an evolution equation along a geodesic leading from the first template to the second one, for which we suggest using a discretization using Jacobi fields.
Our early experimental results demonstrate that the approach indeed succeeds in transporting shape variations and the signatures that characterize them. Further developments will include large scale longitudinal studies of brain images and times series of heart motion.
